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ABSTRACT
A method and apparatus are described for transmitting beacon frames from an access point to an electronic device over a wireless data link. In the described embodiments, a processing subsystem is coupled to a transceiver and is configured to determine a beacon frame interval based on a highest common factor of a listen interval for the electronic device and a delivery traffic indication message interval, and to control the transceiver to transmit a beacon frame each beacon frame interval.
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BACKGROUND

Field

The described embodiments relate to transmitting beacon frames over a wireless link. More specifically, the described embodiments relate to determining a beacon frame interval for transmitting beacon frames over a wireless data link from an access point.

Related Art

An access point (AP) for a wireless data link (e.g., such as described in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards 802.11) will typically announce its presence by broadcasting beacon frames that contain information about the wireless network that the AP is hosting. The beacon frames are broadcast by the AP at regular intervals called the beacon frame interval. The beacon frame interval is typically set when the AP is configured, and is often set to a value between 100 ms and 2000 ms. The longer the beacon frame interval is, the lower the energy used by the AP, but the increased delay may cause the AP to be less responsive.

When an electronic device (e.g., a smartphone, tablet computer, or laptop) joins the wireless network (i.e., associates with it), the electronic device will inform the AP if the wireless transceiver on the electronic device supports a power save (PS) mode. If a PS mode is supported, the electronic device may reduce its power consumption by entering the PS mode and then exiting it every predetermined number of beacon frames in order to receive data buffered for the electronic device at the AP. Additionally, when the electronic device associates with the AP, the AP will inform the electronic device when it must exit the PS mode in order to receive broadcast or multicast data directed to all of the electronic devices associated with the AP. The AP can continue transmitting beacon frames at the beacon frame interval, even when the associated electronic devices are all in a PS mode.

If the AP is powered by a battery, such as an AP generated by a smartphone or tablet computer, for example a so-called “personal hotspot,” transmitting beacon frames drains energy from the battery. However, increasing the beacon frame interval in order to reduce the number of beacon frames transmitted by the AP may increase the lag of the AP and result in an unacceptable user experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

FIG. 1 presents a block diagram illustrating an access point in accordance with the described embodiments.

FIG. 2 presents a block diagram illustrating an electronic device coupled through an access point to a network in accordance with the described embodiments.

FIG. 3 presents a block diagram illustrating a driver, a transceiver, and an operating system in accordance with the described embodiments.

FIG. 4 presents a flowchart illustrating a process for transmitting beacon frames in accordance with the described embodiments.

FIG. 5 presents a timing diagram illustrating a telescopic beacon frame interval in accordance with the described embodiments.

FIG. 6 presents a timing diagram illustrating transmitting beacon frames from an AP with an associated electronic device that support a power save mode in accordance with the described embodiments.

FIG. 7 presents a timing diagram illustrating transmitting beacon frames from an AP with two associated electronic devices that each support a power save mode and one electronic device that does not support a power save mode in accordance with the described embodiments.

In the figures, like reference numerals refer to the same figure elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following description is presented to enable any person skilled in the art to make and use the described embodiments, and is provided in the context of a particular application and its requirements. Various modifications to the described embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments and applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the described embodiments. Thus, the described embodiments are not limited to the embodiments shown, but are to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and features disclosed herein.

In the described embodiments, an electronic device and/or access point with computing capabilities can use code and/or data stored on a computer-readable storage medium to perform some or all of the operations herein described. More specifically, the electronic device and/or access point can read the code and/or data from the computer-readable storage medium and can execute the code and/or use the data when performing the described operations. A computer-readable storage medium can be any device or medium that can store code and/or data for use by such an electronic device and/or access point. For example, the computer-readable storage medium can include, but is not limited to, volatile memory or non-volatile memory, including flash memory, random access memory (RAM, SRAM, DRAM, RDRAM, DDR/DDR2/DDR3 SDRAM, etc.), read-only memory (ROM), magnetic or optical storage mediums (e.g., disk drives, magnetic tape, CDs, DVDs), or other computer-readable mediums capable of storing data structures or code.

In the described embodiments, the computer-readable storage medium does not include non-statutory computer-readable storage mediums such as transitory signals.

In the described embodiments, one or more hardware modules can be configured to perform the operations herein described. For example, the hardware modules can comprise, but are not limited to, one or more processors/processor cores, application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chips, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and/or other programmable-logic devices. When such hardware modules are activated, the hardware modules can perform some or all of the described operations. In some embodiments, the hardware modules include one or more
general-purpose circuits that are configured by executing instructions (program code, firmware, etc.) to perform the operations.

In the following description, we refer to "some embodiments." Note that "some embodiments" describes a subset of all of the possible embodiments, but does not always specify the same subset of the embodiments.

Overview
The described embodiments perform operations for determining a beacon frame interval for transmitting beacon frames over a wireless data link from an access point (AP). In described embodiments, the AP can include any device with a transceiver that can support a wireless data link and communicate with one or more electronic devices over the wireless data link. The wireless data link may conform to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 standard. Note that the AP may also include or be coupled to an electronic device such as a smartphone, a tablet computer or a laptop computer and may also communicate over a second wireless or wired network which may include the Internet. The second wireless network can comprise cellular networks (e.g., 3G/4G networks such as UMTS, LTE, etc.), networks based on the standards described in Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11. Ethernet networks, wired telephone networks, and/or other types or combinations of types of wired and/or wireless networks. The AP may also include and be powered by a battery; the battery may be any type or configuration of one or more batteries or battery cells implemented in any chemistry and may include one or more rechargeable batteries and/or battery cells.

When an AP is included in a first device such as a smartphone, tablet computer or laptop computer, a user may activate the AP (e.g., "personal hotspot") in order to connect to a second electronic device (e.g., another smartphone, tablet computer or laptop computer) so that the second electronic device may connect to a network such as the Internet through the AP in the first device.

When the AP is activated, the AP begins sending beacon frames that announce the presence of the wireless network and include information about the network (as discussed in the IEEE 802.11 standards). The beacon frames are transmitted by the AP at regular intervals called the beacon frame interval. The beacon frame interval is typically set when the AP is configured and is often set to be between 100 ms and 2000 ms.

The AP continues to announce its presence by broadcasting beacon frames at the beacon frame interval. When an electronic device wishes to connect to the AP, the electronic device may begin the process of associating with the AP by transmitting a probe request to the AP. During the process of associating with the AP, the electronic device will inform the AP if the transceiver in the electronic device supports a power save (PS) mode. If the transceiver in the electronic device supports a PS mode, then the electronic device may also inform the AP of its listen interval (LI), usually expressed in units of beacon frame intervals. The LI is the interval over which an electronic device will put its transceiver for the wireless link into a PS mode. The transceiver will exit the PS mode at the end of each LI to receive unicast messages buffered for it at the AP. For an electronic device that has a listen interval of 3 and the beacon frame interval is 100 ms, then at the beginning of each LI, the electronic device notifies the AP that its transceiver is entering a PS mode and the AP begins buffering unicast messages for the electronic device. Then, at the end of the LI (300 ms later) the transceiver on the electronic device will exit the PS mode, and if the AP informs the electronic device that there are unicast messages buffered for it at the AP, the electronic device will retrieve the buffered unicast messages and then reenter the PS mode until the end of the next LI.

Note that if the transceiver on the electronic device does not support a PS mode or the electronic device does not put its transceiver in a PS mode (e.g., to reduce lag in latency sensitive data) then the AP will transmit unicast messages to the electronic device when they are received, and will not buffer them.

During the association process the AP will inform the electronic device of the delivery traffic indication message (DTIM) interval for the AP. The DTIM interval, usually expressed in units of beacon frame intervals, is the number of beacon frame intervals between DTIMs. A DTIM informs electronic devices associated with the AP whether or not there are broadcast and/or multicast messages buffered at the AP. After the beacon frame that includes a DTIM, the AP will transmit the buffered broadcast/multicast messages, if any. Note that electronic devices with transceivers that support a PS mode may enter PS mode between DTIMs and exit power save mode to receive the DTIM.

In described embodiments, when an AP is first enabled (e.g., a personal hotspot), the AP begins broadcasting its presence by sending out beacon frames at the preconfigured (i.e., default) beacon frame interval (e.g., 100 ms). If no electronic devices are associated with the AP, then the AP can begin transmitting the beacon frames with an increasing (or "telescoping") beacon frame interval. When using a telescoping beacon frame interval, the AP first transmits the beacon frames once each beacon frame interval, and after a predetermined time, the AP can increase the beacon frame interval by a predetermined amount or a predetermined proportion. The beacon frame interval may start at its default value such as 100 ms, and increase until it reaches a maximum interval such as 2000 ms.

For example, when the AP is enabled and no electronic devices are associated, the AP may begin transmitting beacon frames with a beacon frame interval of 100 ms, then after 30 seconds the beacon frame interval can be increased to 200 ms. Then, after 30 more seconds the beacon frame interval can be increased to 400 ms, and then to 1000 ms after 1 more minute, and finally after 5 more minutes the frame interval can be increased to 2000 ms. Note that any number of increases in the beacon frame interval is possible, as well as any time duration at each interval. Using a telescopic beacon frame interval, the AP may reduce the number of beacon frames transmitted and thereby save energy (by e.g., powering up radios and transmitting beacon frames less often). For example, if the AP is a smartphone operating from a battery, the AP may be able to reduce the energy drained from the battery by reducing the number of the beacon frames transmitted by the AP.

When a first electronic device associates with the AP, as discussed above, the electronic device will inform the AP if its transceiver supports a PS mode and its LI, while the AP will inform the electronic device of the DTIM interval for the AP. If the transceiver in electronic device supports a PS mode, then after a predetermined period of inactivity on the wireless data link from the electronic device, the AP will send beacon frames at an interval determined based on a highest common factor (HCF) of the DTIM interval and the LI. For example, if the DTIM interval of the AP is 10 and the LI of the electronic device is 5, then the HCF of the DTIM interval and the LI is 5. Note that the HCF, sometimes also called the greatest common factor or the greatest
common divisor can be determined using any process inducing but not limited to Euclid’s algorithm. Note that the AP may use a telescopic beacon frame interval to transition from the default beacon frame interval to the HCF beacon frame interval. When activity is detected from the electronic device (e.g., the electronic device transmits one or more frames to the AP), the AP may resume sending beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval. Then, after a predetermined period of inactivity from the electronic device, the AP may resume sending beacon frames at the HCF beacon frame interval. The predetermined period of inactivity may be determined based on one or more factors including but not limited to the desired energy savings and responsiveness of the AP, and the state of charge of the battery powering the AP.

When a second electronic device associates with the AP, the second electronic device will inform the AP if its transceiver supports a PS mode and its LI, while the AP will inform the second electronic device of the DTIM interval for the AP. If the second electronic device supports a PS mode, then after a predetermined period of inactivity on the wireless data link from the first electronic device and the second electronic device, the AP may send beacon frames at an interval determined based on the highest common factor (HCF) of the DTIM interval, the LI of the first electronic device, and the LI of the second electronic device. For example, if the DTIM interval is 10 and the LI of the first electronic device is 5 and the LI of the second electronic device is 2 then the HCF of the DTIM interval and the LIs of the 2 electronic devices is 2. Note that in some embodiments, the AP may alter the DTIM interval to match the HCF of the one or more LIs of associated electronic devices.

A similar process is followed for each subsequent electronic device that associates with the AP. Note that if an electronic device associates with the AP that does not support a PS mode then the AP can send out beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval.

Access Point

FIG. 1 presents a block diagram illustrating AP 100 in accordance with the described embodiments. AP 100 includes processing subsystem 102, memory subsystem 104, and transceiver 106.

Processing subsystem 102 includes one or more devices configured to perform computational operations. For example, processing subsystem 102 can include one or more microprocessors, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), microcontrollers, and/or programmable-logic devices.

Memory subsystem 104 includes one or more devices for storing data and/or instructions for processing subsystem 102 and transceiver 106. For example, memory subsystem 104 can include dynamic random access memory (DRAM), static random access memory (SRAM), and/or other types of memory. In addition, memory subsystem 104 can include mechanisms for controlling access to the memory. In some embodiments, memory subsystem 104 includes a memory hierarchy that comprises one or more caches coupled to a memory in AP 100. In some of these embodiments, one or more of the caches is located in processing subsystem 102.

In some embodiments, memory subsystem 104 is coupled to one or more high-capacity mass-storage devices (not shown). For example, memory subsystem 104 can be coupled to a magnetic or optical drive, a solid-state drive, or another type of mass-storage device. In these embodiments, memory subsystem 104 can be used by AP 100 as fast-access storage for often-used data, while the mass-storage device is used to store less frequently used data.

Transceiver 106 is a subsystem that includes radios/antennas, processors, controllers, and/or other devices used for coupling to, communicating on, and handling data and events for supporting and communicating on a wireless data link with an electronic device. For example, transceiver 106 can include a networking system based on the standards described in IEEE 802.11, and/or another wireless communication system.

Processing subsystem 102, memory subsystem 104, and transceiver 106 are coupled together using bus 108. Bus 108 is an electrical, optical, or electro-optical connection that the subsystems can use to communicate commands and data among one another. Although only one bus 108 is shown for clarity, different embodiments can include a different number or configuration of electrical, optical, or electro-optical connections between the subsystems.

Although shown as separate subsystems in FIG. 1, in some embodiments, some or all of a given subsystem can be integrated into one or more of the other subsystems in AP 100. Although alternative embodiments can be configured in this way, for clarity we describe the subsystems separately.

AP 100 can be (or can be included in) any device with at least one transceiver. For example, AP 100 can be (or can be included in) a desktop computer, a laptop computer, a server, a media player, an appliance, a subnotebook/netbook, a tablet computer, a cellular phone, a piece of testing equipment, a network appliance, a set-top box, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a smartphone, a toy, a controller, or another device.

Although we use specific subsystems to describe AP 100, in alternative embodiments, different subsystems may be present in AP 100. For example, AP 100 may include one or more additional processing subsystems 102, memory subsystems 104, and/or transceivers 106. Additionally, one or more of the subsystems may not be present in AP 100. Moreover, in some embodiments, AP 100 may include one or more additional subsystems that are not shown in FIG. 1. For example, AP 100 can include, but is not limited to, wired or wireless networking subsystems that can communicate on cellular networks (e.g., 3G/4G networks such as UMTS, LTE, etc.), networks based on the standards described in Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 802.11, Ethernet networks, wired telephone networks, and/or other types or combinations of types of wired and/or wireless networks, including the Internet. AP 100 may also include without limitation, a display subsystem for displaying information on a display, a data collection subsystem, an audio and/or video subsystem, an alarm subsystem, a media processing subsystem, and/or an input/output (I/O) subsystem.

Wireless Data Link Environment

FIG. 2 presents a block diagram illustrating a wireless data link environment 200 in accordance with the described embodiments. As can be seen in FIG. 2, electronic device 202 is coupled to AP 204 via wireless data link 206, and AP 204 is coupled to network 206. In some embodiments, AP 204 includes the subsystems shown in AP 100. However, AP 204 may comprise different numbers or types of subsystems.

AP 204 is an access point that allows data to be communicated wirelessly with an electronic device and through a wireless data link. Generally, AP 204 can be any type of access point that enables wireless communication of frames (data frames, control frames, etc.) over wireless data link 206 between electronic device 202 and AP 204, and may further allow communication across network 206 as depicted in FIG. 2. For example, AP 204 can comprise a wireless AP that supports a wireless local area network.
based on the IEEE 802.11 standards and may further connect to network 206 using wired or wireless means.

Network 206 is an electronic communication network. Generally, network 206 can be any type of network that enables electronic, optical, or electro-optical communication of data. For example, network 206 can comprise cellular networks (e.g., 3G/4G networks such as UMTS, LTE, etc.), networks based on the standards described in Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 802.11, Ethernet networks, wired telephone networks, and/or other types or combinations of types of wired and/or wireless networks. In some embodiments, network 206 includes the Internet and/or an intranet.

Although we describe the wireless data link environment shown in FIG. 2 as an example, in alternative embodiments, different numbers or types of devices may be present in a wireless data link environment 200.

Operating System

FIG. 3 presents a block diagram illustrating components of an AP 100 in accordance with the described embodiments. In some embodiments, operating system 300 is stored (as program code) in memory subsystem 104 and executed by processing subsystem 102.

Generally, operating system 300 serves as an intermediary between system hardware in AP 100 (e.g., subsystems 102-106) and instructions executed by processing subsystem 102, such as drive 302. For example, operating system 300 can be, but is not limited to being, the OS X operating system from Apple Inc. of Cupertino, Calif., the FreeBSD operating system from The FreeBSD Foundation of Boulder, Colo.; or another operating system. Operating systems and their general functions are known in the art and hence are not described in detail.

Operating system 300 provides a low-level abstraction layer for the system hardware in AP 100 that drive 302 can use to access and/or control the system hardware to perform their functions. Additionally, to manage the transfer of data to and from other drivers (not shown) or applications (not shown) in AP 100 (e.g., to communicate over network 206), operating system 300 maintains one or more network protocol stacks (not shown) that each includes a number of logical layers. For example, operating system 300 can maintain an Internet protocol stack, which includes the link, Internet, transport, and application layers. As another example, the operating system can maintain a protocol stack based on the OSI model, which includes the application, presentation, session, transport, network, data-link, and physical layers. At corresponding layers of the protocol stack, the operating system includes control mechanisms and data structures for performing the functions associated with the layer. The functions associated with each of the layers in the protocol stacks are known in the art and hence are not described in detail.

Transceiver 304 is controlled by firmware 306 and includes radios/antennas, processors, controllers, and/or other devices used for coupling to, communicating on, and handling data and events for communicating on a wireless data link with an electronic device. Firmware 306 may be preloaded on transceiver 304 and/or dynamically loaded by drive 302, and generally includes data and/or programming used to control transceiver 304. Firmware 306 data and programming may be stored in transceiver 304 on read-only memory (ROM), programmable read-only memory (PROM), and/or erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM).

Transmitting Beacon Frames

FIG. 4 presents a flowchart illustrating a process for transmitting beacon frames for a wireless data link in accordance with described embodiments. The operations shown in FIG. 4 are performed by an AP such as AP 204 (which can include subsystems similar to exemplary AP 100). Specifically, operating system 300, drive 302, and transceiver 304 (including firmware 306) perform operations for exchanging data and other information (e.g., LIs, DTIM interval, etc.) necessary to set up and communicate over a wireless data link with one or more electronic devices such as electronic device 202.

The process shown in FIG. 4 starts when AP 204 is enabled in step 400. For example, AP 204 may be included in a smartphone, and is enabled when a user of the smartphone enables the smartphone to create a personal hotspot.

In step 402, firmware 306 controls transceiver 304 to begin sending beacon frames with a default beacon frame interval (e.g., one beacon frame every 100 ms). In step 404, firmware 306 determines if any electronic devices are associated with AP 204. If there are no electronic devices associated with AP 204, then drive 302 controls firmware 306 to send beacon frames using a beacon beacon frame interval (step 406). (Beacon beacon frame intervals will be discussed in more detail below with respect to FIG. 5.) During the beacon beacon frame interval, if a probe request is received or there is other activity on the wireless data link (step 408), the process returns to step 402, while if no probe request or other activity is received (step 408) the process returns to step 406 and continues sending beacon frames using a beacon beacon frame interval.

FIG. 5 depicts a timing diagram illustrating sending beacon frames using an exemplary beacon beacon frame interval in accordance with described embodiments. As depicted in FIG. 5, over time, beacon frames 502 are transmitted with an increasing beacon frame interval. Initially, in the beacon beacon interval 504, beacon frames 502 are transmitted at beacon beacon interval 506. Beacon beacon interval 506 may be selected based on factors including but not limited to energy savings and latency of the AP, and may be any value. Typically, beacon beacon interval 506 is selected to be the default beacon beacon interval and is between 100 ms and 2000 ms. It is often set to 100 ms. Beacon beacon interval 504 may be any duration and may be selected based on factors including but not limited to energy savings, responsiveness of AP 204, and a state of charge of a battery powering AP 204. Note that as discussed above, once a probe request is received the process returns to step 402.

When beacon beacon interval 504 ends and beacon beacon interval 508 begins, the beacon beacon frame interval is increased to beacon beacon interval 510. Beacon beacon interval 510 may be any interval longer than beacon beacon interval 506 and may be selected to be a predetermined duration longer than beacon beacon interval 506 (e.g., 150 ms) or a predetermined factor longer (e.g., two times longer). Additionally, beacon beacon interval 508 may be selected to be any length longer, shorter or the same size as beacon beacon interval 504, and may be selected based on factors including one or more of those used to select beacon beacon interval 504.

When beacon beacon interval 508 ends, beacon beacon interval 512 begins and the beacon beacon frame interval is increased to beacon beacon interval 514. Beacon beacon interval 514 may be any interval longer than beacon beacon interval 510 and may also be selected to be a predetermined duration longer than beacon beacon interval 510 (e.g., 250 ms) or a predetermined factor longer (e.g., 2.5 times longer). Additionally, beacon beacon interval 512 may be selected to be any length longer,
shorter or the same size as telescopic interval 508, and may be selected based on factors including one or more of those used to select telescopic interval 508.

Lastly, when telescopic interval 512 ends, telescopic interval 516 begins and the beacon frame interval is increased to beacon frame interval 518. Beacon frame interval 518 may be any interval longer than beacon frame interval 514 and may also be selected to be a predetermined duration longer than beacon frame interval 512 (e.g., 500 ms) or a predetermined factor longer (e.g., 5 times longer). Telescopic beacon frame interval 516 may continue until AP 204 shuts down or is otherwise controlled to stop transmitting beacon frames. Note that although four telescopic intervals are depicted in the embodiment of FIG. 5, other embodiments may use any number of two or more telescopic intervals, and any set of beacon frame intervals. For example, the progression of beacon frame intervals may include one or more of the following intervals: 100 ms, 200 ms, 400 ms, 500 ms, 800 ms, 1000 ms, 2000 ms.

Referring back to FIG. 4, at step 408 if a probe request or other activity is received by AP 204 then the process returns to step 402 and AP 204 starts transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval. Then, at step 404 if an electronic device has associated with AP 204, the process continues to step 410. At step 410, AP 204 determines if all electronic devices associated with AP 204 support a PS mode. Note that typically, when an electronic device associates with an AP, the electronic device indicates to the AP if its transceiver supports a PS mode. If an electronic device associated with the AP does not support a PS mode then the process returns to step 402 and the AP continues to transmit beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval. If all of the electronic devices associated with AP 204 support a PS mode then the process continues to step 412.

At step 412 if there has been activity on the wireless data network within a predetermined time period, then the process returns to step 402 and continues transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval. Note that the predetermined period may be selected to be any length of time based on parameters inducing but not limited to the desired responsiveness and energy usage of the AP. For example, the predetermined period may be selected based on the remaining energy in a battery powering AP 204. If there has been no activity on the wireless network during the predetermined time, then the process continues to step 414.

At step 414 the HCF of the DTIM interval and the LIs of all of the associated electronic devices is determined. (Note that in some embodiments, the determination of the HCF (step 414) may occur before step 412.) Then, at step 416, AP 204 uses the HCF as the beacon frame interval. This is discussed in more detail with respect to FIGS. 6 and 7 below. AP 204 may use a telescopic beacon frame interval to transition from the default beacon frame interval to the HCF beacon frame interval. Then, at step 418 if there is any activity on the wireless data link (e.g., from any of the associated electronic devices or a probe request received from a non-associated electronic device), then the process returns to step 402 and the AP resumes using the default beacon interval. If there is no activity on the wireless data network, then the process returns to step 416.

FIG. 6 presents a timing diagram illustrating transmitting beacon frames 602 using an HCF beacon frame interval from AP 204 with associated electronic device 604 that support a power save mode in accordance with the described embodiments. In the example of FIG. 6, the DTIM interval for AP 204 is 20, the LI for electronic device 604 is 10, and the HCF 606 is 10. As depicted in FIG. 6, when AP 204 transmits beacon frames 602 at HCF 606, beacon frames 602 are separated by 10 default beacon frame intervals 610.

Electronic device 604 puts its transceiver in a PS mode 614 between beacon frames and controls the transceiver to exit the PS mode to receive the beacon frames and any data from AP 204. Note that electronic device 604 may control its transceiver to exit the PS mode to transmit data at any time (e.g., during the HCF beacon frame interval) and then return the transceiver to the PS mode.

FIG. 7 presents a timing diagram illustrating transmitting beacon frames 602 from AP 204 with two associated electronic devices (electronic device 604 and electronic device 704) that both support a power save mode in accordance with the described embodiments. In the example of FIG. 7, the DTIM interval for AP 204 is 20, the LI for electronic device 604 is 10, and the LI for electronic device 704 is 5 so HCF 702 is 5. As depicted in FIG. 7, when AP 204 transmits beacon frames 602, at HCF 702, transmitted beacon frames 602 are separated by 5 default beacon frame intervals 610. Electronic device 604 puts its transceiver in a PS mode 614 between beacon frames for 10 default beacon frame intervals 610 (e.g., the HCF for the DTIM interval and the LI for electronic device 604), and controls its transceiver to exit the PS mode to receive the beacon frames and any data from AP 204. Electronic device 704 puts its transceiver in a PS mode 706 between beacon frames for 5 default beacon frame intervals 610 (e.g., the HCF for the DTIM interval and the LI for electronic device 704), and controls its transceiver to exit the PS mode to receive the beacon frames and any data from AP 204. Note that electronic device 604 and electronic device 704 may each control their transceiver to exit the PS mode to transmit data at any time (e.g., during the HCF beacon frame interval) and then return their transceiver to the PS mode.

FIG. 8 presents a timing diagram illustrating transmitting beacon frames 602 from AP 204 with two associated electronic devices (electronic device 604 and electronic device 704) that each support a PS mode and one electronic device (electronic device 804) that does not support a PS mode in accordance with the described embodiments. In the example of FIG. 8, since one of the electronic devices associated with AP 204 (electronic device 804) does not support a PS mode (e.g., step 410 of FIG. 4), AP 204 continues to transmit beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval. Note that electronic device 804 maintains its transceiver in constant awake mode 802 (i.e., not in a PS mode) and AP 204 sends data it receives for electronic device 804 when it is received, and does not buffer it. However, electronic device 604 and electronic device 704 can continue to put their respective transceivers in a PS mode and exit the PS mode at the DTIM interval and for their respective LIs.

Alternative Embodiments

Although the subsystems of an electronic device are described as an example, in some embodiments, some or all of the above-described functions are implemented using different mechanisms. For example, in some embodiments, one or more separate integrated circuit chips perform the indicated operations. In these embodiments, the integrated circuit chips can include specialized circuits that implement some or all of the above-described operations, and/or can include general-purpose circuits that execute program code (e.g., firmware, etc.) that causes the circuits to perform the operations. In some embodiments, a combination of integrated circuit chips and processing subsystem 102 is used to implement the system.
The foregoing descriptions of embodiments have been presented only for purposes of illustration and description. They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the embodiments to the forms disclosed. Accordingly, many modifications and variations will be apparent to practitioners skilled in the art. Additionally, the above disclosure is not intended to limit the embodiments. The scope of the embodiments is defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for transmitting beacon frames for a wireless data link from an access point, comprising:
   - prior to receiving a first frame from an electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at a default beacon frame interval;
   - receiving, from the electronic device, the first frame and an indication of a listen interval for the electronic device;
   - determining a beacon frame interval based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device and a delivery traffic indication message interval for the access point; and
   - transmitting beacon frames at the determined beacon frame interval after a predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the first frame from the electronic device or after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving a second frame from the electronic device.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   - in response to receiving the first frame from the electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval for the predetermined time period.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   - receiving a third frame from a second electronic device; associating the second electronic device with the access point, wherein the associating comprises receiving a second indication of a listen interval for the second electronic device;
   - upon associating the second electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval; determining a second beacon frame interval based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device, the listen interval for the second electronic device, and the delivery traffic indication message interval for the access point; and
   - transmitting beacon frames at the second beacon frame interval after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the first frame from the electronic device, after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the second frame from the electronic device, or after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving a third frame from the second electronic device.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   - associating a second electronic device with the access point, the associating comprising, in response to receiving, from the second electronic device, a second indication that the second electronic device does not support a power save mode, transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   - prior to receiving, by the access point, the first frame, transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval for a second predetermined time period; and
   - after the second predetermined time period has elapsed, transmitting beacon frames at a second beacon frame interval, wherein the second beacon frame interval is longer than the default beacon frame interval.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   - until the first frame is received from the electronic device, transmitting beacon frames using a telescopic beacon frame interval.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   - determining that the electronic device supports a power save mode.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first frame comprises a probe request.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the second frame comprises a control frame or a data frame.

10. A method for transmitting beacon frames from an access point for a wireless data link, comprising:
    - transmitting beacon frames periodically at a default beacon frame interval prior to receiving a frame from the electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at a default beacon frame interval for a first predetermined time period;
    - after the first predetermined time period has elapsed, transmitting beacon frames at a second beacon frame interval, wherein the second beacon frame interval is longer than the default beacon frame interval; and
    - receiving, from the electronic device, a first indication of a listen interval for the electronic device and a second indication that the electronic device supports a power save mode;
    - based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval and a delivery traffic indication message interval for the access point, determining a beacon frame interval;
    - transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval during a second predetermined time period; and

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:
    - until the frame is received by the access point from the electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at the second beacon frame interval for a third predetermined time period; and
    - after the third predetermined time period has elapsed, transmitting beacon frames at a third beacon frame interval, wherein the third beacon frame interval is longer than the second beacon frame interval.

12. The method of claim 10, further comprising:
    - until the frame is received by the access point from the electronic device, transmitting beacon frames using a telescopic beacon frame interval.

13. An apparatus for transmitting beacon frames to an electronic device over a wireless data link, comprising:
    - a transceiver;
    - a processing subsystem coupled to the transceiver and configured to:
      - receive an indication of a listen interval for the electronic device;
      - determine a beacon frame interval based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device and a delivery traffic indication message interval for the apparatus; and
      - control the transceiver to:
        - transmit beacon frames periodically at a default beacon frame interval prior to receiving a frame from the electronic device, and
transmit beacon frames periodically at the determined beacon frame interval after a predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the frame from the electronic device.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processing subsystem is further configured to:
receive an indication of a listen interval for a second electronic device;
control the transceiver to transmit beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval; and
after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the frame from the second electronic device, control the transceiver to transmit beacon frames at a second beacon frame interval, wherein the second beacon frame interval is determined by the processing subsystem based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device, the listen interval for the second electronic device, and the delivery traffic indication message interval for the apparatus.

15. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the processing subsystem is further configured to:
receive an indication of a listen interval for a third electronic device;
determine a third beacon frame interval based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device, the listen interval for the third electronic device, and the delivery traffic indication message interval; and
after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving a frame, control the transceiver to transmit beacon frames at the third beacon frame interval.

16. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the listen interval is expressed in units of a current beacon frame interval.

17. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the frame comprises a control frame or a data frame.

18. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium containing instructions that, when executed by a processing subsystem in an access point, cause the access point to perform operations for transmitting beacon frames for a wireless data link from the access point, the operations comprising:
prior to receiving, by the access point, a first frame from an electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at a default beacon frame interval;
receiving the first frame and an indication of a listen interval for the electronic device;
determining a beacon frame interval based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device and a delivery traffic indication message interval for the access point; and
transmitting beacon frames at the determined beacon frame interval after a predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the first frame from the electronic device or after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving a second frame from the electronic device.

19. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 18, the operations further comprising:
in response to receiving the first frame from the electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval for the predetermined time period.

20. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 18, the operations further comprising:
associating a second electronic device with the access point, wherein the associating comprises receiving, from the second electronic device, an indication that the second electronic device supports a power save mode;
receiving a listen interval for the second electronic device; upon associating the second electronic device, transmitting beacon frames at the default beacon frame interval; determining a second beacon frame interval based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device, the listen interval for the second electronic device, and the delivery traffic indication message interval for the access point; and
transmitting beacon frames at the second beacon frame interval after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the first frame from the electronic device, after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the second frame from the electronic device, or after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving a third frame from the second electronic device.

21. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of claim 18, the operations further comprising:
until the first frame is received by the access point from the electronic device, transmitting beacon frames using a telescopic beacon frame interval, wherein the telescopic beacon frame interval does not exceed a predetermined maximum interval.

22. A system for transmitting beacon frames to an electronic device over a wireless data link, comprising:
a display and touch screen;
a graphics processing unit (GPU) coupled to the display and touch screen; a transceiver;
a processing subsystem coupled to the transceiver; and
a battery coupled to and powering the display and touch screen, the GPU, the transceiver, and the processing subsystem, wherein the processing subsystem is configured to:
receive an indication of a listen interval for the electronic device;
determine a beacon frame interval based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device and a delivery traffic indication message interval for the system; and
control the transceiver to:
periodically transmit a beacon frame at each default beacon frame interval prior to receiving a frame from the electronic device, and
after a predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the frame from the electronic device, transmit beacon frames periodically at the determined beacon frame interval.

23. The system of claim 22, wherein the processing subsystem is further configured to:
control, until the frame is received from the electronic device, the transceiver to transmit beacon frames using a telescopic beacon frame interval;
control, upon receiving an indication that a second electronic device supports a power save mode and receiving a listen interval for the second electronic device, the transceiver to transmit beacon frames at a default beacon frame interval for the predetermined time period; and
control the transceiver to transmit beacon frames at a second beacon frame interval after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving the frame from the electronic device or after the predetermined time period has elapsed since receiving a second frame from the second electronic device,
wherein the second beacon frame interval is determined by the processing subsystem based at least in part on a highest common factor of the listen interval for the electronic device, the listen interval for the second electronic device, and the delivery traffic indication message interval.

24. The system of claim 22, wherein the system is one of a smartphone, a tablet computer, or a laptop computer.

25. The system of claim 22, wherein the determined beacon frame interval is longer than the default beacon frame interval.

* * * * *